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E
ducation systems across the world have increasingly demonstrated a shift toward making 
‘thinking’ an explicit component of the curriculum. Unfortunately just what is meant by a 
‘thinking’ curriculum is not always clear. One version has teachers familiarising their students 
with a raft of graphic organisers that may be more or less valuable as a means of organising 

their thinking depending on their learning style. There is a very real risk that the ‘thinking curriculum’ 
can become focused on teaching students to use these organising tools, while ignoring the need 
to ensure that students are actually given tasks that require them to use higher-order thinking. A low-
level challenge does not foster higher-order thinking no matter what graphic organiser a student 
might select to record their thinking.

On the other hand, when teachers present tasks that lift the intellectual rigour of a 
classroom, scaffold their students to develop a thinking disposition and teach them how to draw 
upon a myriad of tools, including graphic organisers, to represent and/or support their thinking, 
then we are likely to have created a genuine ‘thinking curriculum’.

In mathematics, a ‘thinking’ classroom challenges students to transfer and transform the 
knowledge and skills they acquire to solve more complex tasks than may have traditionally been 
the case. Rote learning followed by a battery of short-answer test questions is no longer seen as 
worthwhile education for today’s student.

This educational shift recognises that today’s global community has very different needs to 
those of the last century. Today’s workforce requires a more dynamic, adaptable employee who 
can work confidently in a broad range of situations and who is creative in their approach to 
identifying problems and developing solutions. The world now relies on ‘teams’ of workers to 
maximise output and provide diverse perspectives and responses to the challenges presented. 
The information technologies have added further fuel to the need for creativity and adaptability 
to develop the winning edge in a global community. Many employers now place more value on 
the knowledge and skills of their workforce than the physical assets of their company.

Teachers have an important role to play in promoting the necessary higher-order thinking 
skills and creativity in their students that is increasingly required by society. The ‘thinking 
curriculum’ however should not be seen as solely something that teachers ‘make their students 
do’. Rather, the ‘thinking curriculum’ should also be seen as the catalyst for teachers to examine 
their classroom practice. Teachers should reflect on what opportunities they are offering students 
to think deeply about concepts they have learned, to think creatively, to transfer their knowledge 
and skills and build upon them in order to solve unfamiliar problems, to develop confidence in 
themselves as problem-solvers and to learn to work together cooperatively.

Given the ongoing lament about the overcrowded curriculum, teachers also need to reflect 
seriously on what is important and what needs to be at the forefront of the teaching and learning 
experiences in our mathematics classrooms. The 2008 Melbourne Declaration on Educational 
Goals for Young Australians, agreed to by all Australian Education Ministers, commits to 
supporting ‘all young Australians to become successful learners, confident and creative 
individuals, and active and informed citizens’.

Introduction: The Thinking Curriculum
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MORE THINKING ALLOWED IN THE MATHEMATICS CLASSROOM

The lucrative figures relating to the sales of mathematics textbooks in Australia would indicate 
that we are doing a lot of ‘teaching’ of mathematics. But the question begs – are all our students 
‘learning’ and is what they are learning going to adequately equip them to ‘live and work 
successfully in the twenty-first century’? This is the key premise behind the general capabilities 
described in the Australian National Curriculum (ACARA 2013).

Handled wisely, the ‘thinking curriculum’, with its focus on teaching for understanding, should 
go a long way toward equipping our students to deal effectively with both familiar and unfamiliar 
situations. Teachers have a valuable role to play by providing worthwhile tasks that engage 
students and encourage deeper thinking. Working on challenging tasks in classrooms where 
diversity, creativity and cooperation are celebrated will equip young people to fully and effectively 
participate in their community, whatever career they may eventually choose.

This book offers a range of tasks aimed at stretching primary students’ thinking in 
mathematics. Background information is included, where appropriate, to highlight what should 
be the focus of the activity from a teaching perspective. Some activities include suggestions for 
extensions and/or additional supports to help meet the different ability levels within the same 
cohort of students. The classroom activities described are suitable for students in middle to upper 
primary school. However, many of the strategies and tools could be modified for implementation 
in lower primary classrooms. Similarly, teachers of lower secondary classrooms will see the 
potential for adapting some activities for use with their students as well.

Many of the ideas were gathered from collegial discussions with practising teachers while 
others were gathered from classroom observations, various professional development experiences 
and a plethora of academic readings and personal research. They reflect the constant search by 
teachers to improve their pedagogy by increasing the challenge for their students and incorporate 
higher levels of thinking into their mathematics classrooms.

The first chapter contains some background information to consider when planning a ‘thinking’ 
focus in the mathematics classroom. It is hoped that it will provide teachers with a firm foundation 
upon which to base their work and offer justifications for making ‘thinking’ an integral part of their 
classroom experiences. The chapter includes some of the powerful, big picture ideas from Costa’s 
(1991) ‘Habits of Mind’ model as well as an outline of the teacher’s role in a ‘thinking classroom’ 
as proposed by Claxton (2004) in his model for ‘Building Learning Power’.

Later chapters provide examples of how Edward de Bono’s ‘Thinking Hats’ might be used 
in the mathematics classroom to encourage student reflection and self-evaluation. Numerous 
suggestions are also given for using Tony Ryan’s ‘Thinker’s Keys’ to create higher-order thinking 
tasks in the various content strands of mathematics.
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Also provided are:

 n ideas for supporting students to develop benchmarks to improve their estimation skills and 
to make genuine sense of their answers based on what they already know

 n suggestions for examining the use of games in the mathematics classroom to consider 
when they might add to the learning

 n many examples of how mathematics can be linked to the real world.

This book and its predecessor, Thinking Allowed, were written to support teachers to 
improve their students’ abilities to deal with the complex requirements of today’s world – a world 
that requires an adaptive workforce capable of identifying and posing problems, and able to 
find creative solutions in unfamiliar contexts.

The ‘thinking’ revolution requires an overhaul of the traditional view of the teaching and 
learning process. A thinking mathematics classroom provides opportunities for students to 
undertake challenging tasks, deliberately orchestrated by insightful teachers, to engage them in 
higher-order thinking and to develop their ability to learn. This book provides plenty of scope for 
exciting gains to be made by teachers and students alike in the implementation of ‘thinking’ in 
the mathematics classroom.
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MORE THINKING ALLOWED IN THE MATHEMATICS CLASSROOM

The Activity – Crocodile Farming
The winner of the game is the wealthiest team. Wealth is calculated by adding up all your 
cash, the value of your crocodiles and of your fences after a designated time or when the 
bank runs out of money.

Income derived from people visiting the farm and paying the following entrance prices:

Equipment needed to play the game:

 n Matches for fences

 n Coloured counters for crocodiles

 n 2 die of different colours (e.g. red and black)

 n Plastic money

 n Rules poster

 n Banker to control the money. (Teacher can do this but students work out the calculations.)

 n Box labelled ‘shop’.

No. of crocodiles Price per adult Price per child
1–5 $1.00 $0.50

6–10 $1.50 $0.75

11–15 $2.00 $1.00

16–20 $2.50 $1.50

21+ $3.00 $2.00

Costs:

Crocodiles $5 each to purchase

$1 per day to feed

Fences $2 each to purchase
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After a few rolls of the die, stop the game and wear the white hat to share some of the 
strategies being trialled by different teams and the reasoning behind those strategies. Some groups 
may have realised that they can sometimes buy a crocodile without needing to buy a fence 
because it is possible to re-configure their fences and still enclose all their crocodiles.

Some groups may be trying to build up the amount of crocodiles quickly. Others might have 
decided to stay at five crocodiles, build up their money and buy many at once to go straight to 
20.

Some groups will strive to buy as many crocodiles as possible and then realise that they are 
getting the same money as someone with 21 crocodiles but they are paying to feed extras.

Give teams some time to think through their own plan now that this extra information has 
been provided. Ask them to record how they are organising their thinking (blue hat).

When the game is finished have each team feedback a yellow and black hat comment 
about the way their team approached the task of becoming wealthy crocodile farmers. Call for 
a green hat comment about either a ‘breakthrough moment for the group’ when they realised 
something valuable to their plan or, if such a moment did not occur, a green hat comment about 
how they might approach a similar task next time.

As with all games (and all lessons) it is crucial that teachers summarise and make explicit 
what was learnt by doing this activity. The game involved a great deal of work on money, space 
and pattern work. Logical thinking is also required to ensure that students gain the maximum 
return for their dollars and do not over-commit themselves to feeding too many crocodiles without 
drawing additional gate takings. Discuss what patterns minimised the number of fences required.

Playing the Game:

1. Each team starts with one crocodile enclosed with four fences (provided at no cost).

2. Teacher rolls the die (e.g. red dice for adults, black dice for children).

3. Collect entrance fee money from the banker and determine profit for the day. Deduct 
the cost of feeding each crocodile at $1 per day (this money is put into the ‘shop’ 
box).

4. Roll again for the next business day. Again collect money from the banker and 
deduct feeding costs.

5. When teams have enough money, they can buy more crocodiles and more fences.

6. Each crocodile must be fully enclosed in a square pen of its own. Students can 
reconfigure their farm fences and crocodiles.
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MORE THINKING ALLOWED IN THE MATHEMATICS CLASSROOM

LENGTH

The average length of an eyelash is about 2 centimetres (2 cm).

A student’s ruler is usually 30 or 40 centimetres (30–-40 cm) long.

A large adult stride covers about one metre (1 m).

An average adult male is about 1.8 metres (1.8 m) tall.

My suburban house block is about 15 metres (15 m) deep. The local swimming pool is 25 metres 
(25 m) long.

It is about one kilometre (1 km) from the school to the railway station.

TIME

Recess takes about 15 minutes (15 min).

It takes 45 minutes (45 min) to travel by train from my station to the city.

Our school lunch break lasts 1 hour.

MASS

A Smartie has a mass of about 1 gram (1 g).

A litre (1 L) of water has a mass of 1 kilogram (1 kg).

A newborn baby’s weight is about 3 kilograms (3 kg).

A small supermarket frozen chicken has a mass of about 1.8 kilograms (1.8 kg).

Two litres (2 L) of milk has a mass of 2 kilograms (2 kg).

Each student in our class weighs about 30 kilograms.

An adult Asian elephant weighs about 5½ tonnes or 5500 kilograms.

2L
MILK
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CHANCE

1. Point of reference: Certain is expressed as a probability of 1.

Use this point of reference to predict the probability that you will be given mathematics 
homework tonight. Explain how you decided your answer using this point of reference. Ask your 
teacher for the exact answer and compare it to your estimate.

2. Point of reference: 50/50 or ‘even’ chance is expressed as a probability of 0.5.

Use this point of reference to predict the probability that you will complete your primary 
years of schooling at this school. Explain how you decided your answer using this point of 
reference. Compare and contrast your answer with a friend’s answer.

3. Predict the probability of one of your school’s sporting teams winning their next inter-
school match. Explain how you made your prediction and include the point of reference that you 
used. Compare and contrast your answer with a friend’s answer.

4. Predict the probability of your being able to type the vowels (a, e, i, o, u) correctly on 
a computer if blindfolded and unable to see the keyboard. Explain how you calculated your 
answer and include the point of reference that you used. Try typing the vowels when blindfolded 
and see how close your prediction was to the actual outcome.
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L
ooking at the organisation of most mathematics textbooks, it would be easy to assume 
that students learn in a strictly compartmentalised, sequential way. This however is not 
the case. They learn by building on what they know already and by creating links 
between the new information and their current knowledge. Think about how often, for 

example, you may have holidayed in a new place and when you come back and begin to 
describe all the scenery and special features of the new holiday destination, either you lapse into 
saying “It was sort of like … ” or “It reminded me a lot of … ”

The more links that can be made between the new and the previous learning and the 
stronger those links are, the better the learning is likely to be. At the same time, teachers need 
to be aware that what is supposedly being taught may not always correspond with what is 
simultaneously being learnt. While the concepts of a particular strand of mathematics may be 
roughly hierarchical, learning may not necessarily occur sequentially and the pace of learning 
and what each student takes from a lesson will vary.

Some of these differences were evident in research undertaken by Stacey and Steinle 
(2003) who researched student misconceptions of decimals. One example from their research 
involved those students who had not fully understood the difference between tenths (0.1) and 
hundredths (0.01). The research findings suggested that, even though a teacher may have used 
concrete material to highlight the difference in size between these two decimal quantities, some 
students may generalise the concept to understand that any collection of hundredths will always 
therefore be smaller than any collection of tenths. Therefore these students will, for example, 
consider 0.74 as smaller than 0.2, because 74 represents hundredths and 2 represents tenths, 
because they believe that ‘hundredths are always smaller than tenths’ (regardless of how many 
hundredths are in the collection).

Unfortunately such misconceptions may go fairly undetected if only short-answer, closed 
paper-and-pencil questioning is used and if the questions asked inadvertently disguise the 
misconception. For example, a student was asked to order the following decimals from smallest 
to largest: 0.7, 0.36, 0.8, 0.49. The correct order of 0.36, 0.49, 0.7, 0.8 unwittingly 
appears to ratify the misconception that hundredths are always smaller than tenths. On the other 
hand, asking students to order a more strategically selected set of numbers, such as 0.8, 0.36, 
0.79, 0.4 will expose this misconception because the correct answer 0.36, 0.4, 0.79, 0.8 
requires a blend of both one- and two-digit decimal numbers.

It is therefore critical that teachers strive to build links between different concepts to enable 
students to make sense of new knowledge. A wise lecturer once advised me that the very best 
mathematics teachers provide their students with a minimum quantity of explicit facts tied together 
with a maximum number of understood, cohesive links with which to manipulate them.

How might teachers use the knowledge of how students learn to inform their classroom 
practice? Concrete material and the use of visual aids are an excellent place from which to 
begin. If a student, for example, is unable to visualise one half and one third, there is little point 
in (or student enthusiasm for) teaching the same student to find the common denominator of two 
unlike fractions.
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GRIDLOCK (Probability)

Materials

Aim

To be the first player to cross off all numbers on your playing grid

Method

Play in pairs.

Each student draws a 4 × 4 grid.

Students write numbers of their own choosing in each box. (Numbers can be repeated if desired.)

Students take turns rolling two dice.

If the total of the two dice is on their grid, it is crossed out.

(If it appears more than once, all repetitions are also crossed out.) The first student to cross out all 
numbers on their grid wins.

Why would a teacher use this game in the mathematics classroom?

Playing this game will provide an opportunity for students to gain an insight into the influence 
of probability in a meaningful context. In this game students will realise that some numbers have a 
much better chance of being thrown than others because there are more combinations from two 
dice that will aggregate to that number. An intended outcome of this game would be that students 
develop some sort of table or graph to show the various ‘throw combinations’ possible to create 
each of the totals 2–12.

1. (1, 1)

2. (1, 2) (2, 1)

3. (1, 3) (2, 2) (2, 2) (3, 1)

4. (1, 4) (2, 3) (3, 2) (4, 1)

5. (1, 5) (2, 4) (3, 3) (3, 3) (4, 2) (5, 1)

6. etc …

Paper and pencil per student Pair of dice per pair of students

4 3 12 8

6 1 4 0

6 6 2 9

4 5 7 4
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